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Download the previous version of TallyPrime, Accounting, Business, Tax, ERP, Inventory Management, etc. US payroll
software. Tallying software and other Tally tools that are designed to develop business processes are also used for payroll. In real
life, these tasks are the most popular and in demand in many companies. A task We need to develop an HR system that will be
used to calculate payroll for financial departments. You will have to start with a survey of employees, but this activity will have

to be performed manually, this will significantly slow down the payroll process and create a large load on staff. It is worth noting
that Tally uses several basic modules, among them the Salary module. Solutions 1. Use your own server (creating your own

monitoring system, which will be used by the personnel department). Using your own server involves a number of limitations
that you can either bypass or implement them on the server side yourself. For example, get a ready-made Tally client (which is
installed on the server serving the Tally/TallyPro system). But this is not always convenient, TillyPrime has a port to which you
can connect a floppy disk and then you can do without a server. If it is important that TillyPro uses regular floppy disks, then

you can install the regular Tilly client (used for working with the cash register, moving goods, accounting, cash registers, etc.). 2.
We use the standard Tally module. Many Tally modules will only run on TillyServer. Another thing to consider is that some

modules will depend on the platform they are installed on. For example, the TallyPro code will be closed on the client side, and
in TTCL (TallyServer) we will only use part of the code, and the Salary module will not be available. 3. Using a simple Toller

client, you can access blocks of code that will not depend on either the platform or the server by simply running the Toll
application and having administrator rights. Connecting to the Tally Tollserver system is a breeze. Solution To simplify the

development of the Salary module and its settings, it was decided to use the TallyServers platform. Get to know Tally Server.
This platform is designed to build client-server applications. TallyToolkit is the main part of Tallyserver which includes

configuration for users - Tolling, TollPro, TallyCenter.What
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